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RPKI at 
Hurricane 

Electric

2020 has not lacked for significant developments, 
but one of the positives was the progress made 
globally in the adoption of RPKI route origin 
validation (ROV).
• Hurricane Electric’s deployment and what is going 

on globally.
• Hurricane Electric’s supporting tools that help you 

in the event of a problem.
• A look at RPKI in general and how it is faring.



ISP RPKI ROV Adoption 

February

In February, Telia began 
dropping RPKI invalids and 
Hurricane Electric added 
RPKI filtering.

March

NTT announced it had 
begun dropping RPKI 
invalids.

May

In May, GTT, LINX, Terrehost
and Worldstream also 
deployed RPKI ROV.

June

In June, Hurricane Electric 
achieved 0 RPKI invalids. 
Cogent began filtering 
invalids.

July

In July, Telstra and GR-IX 
deployed RPKI ROV.

August

In August, Google and HKIX 
announced their systems.

September

In September, Netflix and 
Swisscom also deployed 
RPKI ROV. 
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RPKI at 
Hurricane 

Electric

Our system does not rely on routers with a full set of 
validated ROA payloads (VRPs) from a RPKI-to-
Router (RTR) protocol.

• We generate filters for our peers daily that 
validate RPKI and IRR records.
• Like many ISPs, we have devices deployed at our 

edge that do not support the RTR protocol.
• Our system will identify an invalid announcement 

and remove it from our table in less than a 
minute.
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RPKI at 
Hurricane 

Electric

This is the route filtering algorithm that we document on 
routing.he.net:

1. Attempt to find an as-set to use for this network.
1.1 Inspect the aut-num for this ASN to see if we can extract from their 
IRR policy for what they would announce to Hurricane by finding export 
or mp-export to AS6939, ANY, or AS-ANY.
1.2 Also see if they set what looks like a valid IRR as-set name in 
peeringdb.com.

2. Collect the received routes for all BGP sessions with this 
ASN. This details both accepted and filtered routes.



RPKI 
Implementation 

at Hurricane 
Electric

3. For each route, perform the following rejection 
tests:

3.1 Reject default routes 0.0.0.0/0 and ::/0.
3.2 Reject paths using BGP AS_SET notation (i.e. {1} or {1 
2}, etc). See draft-ietf-idr-deprecate-as-set-confed-set.
3.3 Reject prefix lengths less than minimum and greater 
than maximum. For IPv4 this is 8 and 24. For IPv6 this is 
16 and 48.
3.4 Reject bogons (RFC1918, documentation prefix, etc).
3.5 Reject exchange prefixes for all exchanges Hurricane 
Electric is connected to.
3.6 Reject routes that have RPKI status INVALID_ASN or 
INVALID_LENGTH based on the origin AS and prefix.



RPKI 
Implementation 

at Hurricane 
Electric

4. For each route, perform the following acceptance tests:
4.1 If the origin is the neighbor AS, accept routes that 
have RPKI status VALID based on the origin AS and 
prefix.
4.2 If the prefix is an announced downstream route 
that is a subnet of an accepted originated prefix that 
was accepted due to either RPKI or an RIR handle 
match, accept the prefix.
4.3 If RIR handles match for the prefix and the peer AS, 
accept the prefix.
4.4 If this prefix exactly matches a prefix allowed by the 
IRR policy of this peer, accept the prefix.
4.5 If the first AS in the path matches the peer and 
path is two hops long and the origin AS is in the 
expanded as-set for the peer AS and either the RPKI 
status is VALID or there is an RIR handle match for the 
origin AS and the prefix, accept the prefix.

5. Reject all prefixes not explicitly accepted.



RPKI 
Implementation 

at Hurricane 
Electric

If you want to know at a glance how your network 
measures up, we have the following tools to help:

• Bgp.he.net—Our classic site featuring 
information from public sources about BGP and 
the Internet
• Routing.he.net—Our site that lets you look at 

any network advertises prefixes to Hurricane 
Electric and see how we filtered the routes.
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RPKI Lessons 
Learned

What we learned from our deployment:

• Frank Sinatra was right: you need to do it your 
way.
• Getting RPKI right doesn’t help if you don’t have 

IRR filters right.
• Tools give you an advantage.
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The Current State of  RPKI
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The Current State of  RPKI
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The Current State of  RPKI
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The Current State of  RPKI
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IRR Records: 
Still the last 

defense

IRR records are still the only way to validate AS 
paths. 
If you are not already doing this, you should:
• Maintain your IRR records as accurately as you 

possibly can.
• Filter for bogons.
• Use AS Path filters or Peer Lock.
• Announce all your IP space.
• Set prefix limits.
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IRR Records: 
Still the last 

defense

Here’s what happens when you don’t do that:
12 November 2018 Google Route Leak
• Affected Google and a number of other services 

for 74 minutes.
• The sources was a small, unfiltered ISP that re-

advertised about 500 Google prefixes learned 
from an IX route server.

What could have prevented this?
• RPKI ROAs?
• AS Path filters (peer lock)?
• IRR Path filters?
• Maximum prefix limits?
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IRR Records: 
Still the last 

defense

Verizon’s June 24, 2019 outage.
This was a route leak from a small company with 
a route optimizer, making this downstream the 
preferred path of a large quantity of Internet 
routes transiting Verizon (AS701).
• RPKI ROAs?
• AS Path filters (peer lock)?
• IRR Path filters?
• Maximum prefix limits?
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Origin AS
• Origin 

Validation
• Path 

Validation

Provider
• Verifies origin
• Adds Path 

Validation

ISP
• Verifies origin
• Verifies path

What Could Make Routing More Secure
Today, networks document the ASNs they are authorized to to 
advertise to other networks, and you have to trust them. A more 
secure system would have clients identify their providers.
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Thank you 
for your kind 

attention.
Questions? 
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Resources

• RPKI Status Data
https://bgp.he.net

• Routing Filter information
http://routing.he.net

• Global Prefix/Origin Validation using RPKI
https://rpki-monitor.antd.nist.gov
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